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Monte-Carlo estimates of the subthreshold t/J meson production are per-
formed for the reaction 12C +12C at 2A·GeV assuming the t/J's to be emit-
ted isotropically and distributed thermally in the center-of-mass system of
the colliding nudei. Different scenarios involving the detector installations
FOPI and HADES at SISjGSI are considered to determine the expected
yields of t/J(1020) mesons identified via the K+K- and e+e- decay channels.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past years, the study of in-medium properties of hadrons produced in heavy-ion
collisions (HIC) has attracted increasing interest. Since subthreshold particle production
has been found sensitive to medium modifications of hadron properties [1-4], substantial
e:ffiort has been made in the beam energy region 1- 2A·GeV covered by the heavy-ion
synchrotron SIS at GSI Darmstadt. Especially, the recently measured observables like
antikaon production cross sections, phase-space distributions and K+/K- ratios (5-11] are
discussed extensively whether they provide hints to a possible reduction of the antikaon
mass in dense nuclear matter [4,12-21].
To be able to compare quantitatively the experimental data on antikaon production
with the output of transport approaches, all relevant elementary hadronic processes should
be modelIed reliably. A quite important intermediate state seems to be the production
of the vector meson 4>(1020) which decays with a branching ratio of 49.2 % irito a pair
of charged kaons. In contrast to the quite sizeable amount of experimental data for
open strangeness production in HIC at SIS energies, analogous data on mesons with
hidden strangeness, Le. the 4>, is rather scarce [22,23]. Moreover, also few information is
available from theory concerning the different 4> producing elementary channels. Thete
are a few groups working on this topic (25-33]. Here, measurements of the cross sections
of elementary 4> processes, like the reaction pp --+ pp4> tecently investigated by the DISTO
collaboration [34] at an excess energy of VB - y'Sthr = 83 MeV, areextremely helpful
for adjusting the model parameters; further data at 18.5 MeV and 34.6 MeV are to be
expected from ANKE (35]. However, similar data are necessary also for other channels,
especially near to the corresponding production thresholds. There, the models are most
sensitive. In ref. [32] the role of three-body collisions for 4> production was studied. It
turned out that they can be well described by consecutive two-body processes inside the
nudear medium. In ref. [33] new elementary processes were included in the BUU type
transport code used to calculate the 4> production. Especially, thechannels pN --+ 4JN
and pt::.. --+ 4>N were found to increase the number of 4>'s substantially in comparison to
those calculations which did not indude these channels [27,36].
The behaviour of the 4J meson within a nuclear environment has been investigated,
too. The shift of t.he mass peak is expected to be small [3,37]. However, the width could
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be changed drastically. Thus, at normal nuclear matter density, P = Po, the authors of
refs. [37] and [38] predict an increase of the width by factors of 10 and 5, respectively.
This decreases the life time drastically and a substantial part of the rf>'s should decay
within the collision zone of a heavy-ion reaction. However, the daughter kaons would
be also subjected to the infiuence of the nuclear medium. Thus, in order to attack such
questions, like in-medium modifications of vector mesons, with an undisturbed probe,
the investigation of the leptonic decay rf> -t e+e- is more appropriate. Corresponding
measurements are planned with the dilepton spectrometer HADES [39] currently put into
operation at SIS/GSI.
It is the aim of the present paper to discuss the feasibilities of future dedicated studies
of rf> meson subthreshold production in heavy-ion collisions. To have a benchmark-like
estimate of expected maximum count rates, we report here on Monte-Carlo simulations for
the detection of the rf>'s produced in central reactions of C +C at 2 A·GeV involving both
the hadronic (rf> -t K+K-) and the leptonic (rf> -t e+e-) decay channels. In subsequent
simulations the background must be accounted for; this is relegated to future work.
Our paper is organized as follows. In the next section, references to the experimental
details of the detectors are given. In section IU, the simulation procedure is described. In
sectionIV, yields of rf> mesons are estimated for two different detector setups, Le. FOPI
and HADES, involving various phase-space regions. Finally, the paper concludes with a
summary in section y.
11. EXPERIMENTS
The envisaged experiments can be performed at the SchwerIonenSynchrotron SIS at
GSI Darmstadt. Carbon (graphite) targets of f'J 1 mm thickness (Le. about 1% interac-
tion probability) have to be irradiated by 12C ions of 2 A·GeV beam energy, the highest
one available for light ions. The charged particles produced in this reaction including the
decay products of short living resonances like the vector meson rf>(1020) can be measured
either with the 4n detector FOPI or with the High-Acceptance Di-Electron Spectrometer
HADES. Both installations allow for almost full angular coverage in azimuthai direction.
Details of the present and upgraded versions of the FOPI setup can be found in refs.
[40,41] whereas the HADES spectrometer is described in ref. [39]. Notice, detailed in-
formation on both detectors/experiments are provided on the corresponding web sites
http://www-aix.gsi.de;- fopiwwwI and http://www-hades.gsLde/.
III. SIMULATION
In order to get a statistically significant measure of the detector acceptance for cor-
related K+K- emission, Monte Carlo simulations have been performed (106 events for
each parameter set). In these simulations, the rf>'s are modelled by an initial mass dis-
tribution of Breit-Wigner shape with the mean mass m</> = 1019.4 MeV and the width
r<p = 4.4 MeV [42J. They are emitted isotropically in the c.m. system of the colliding nu-
dei according to simulations [36] with the IQMD approach [43]. The expanding thermal
source is characterized by two parameters, the temperature T and the radial fiow velocity
ßr, as proposed by Siemens and Rasmussen for an expanding spherical shell [44]. In con-
trast to intermediate mass fragments produced in a central heavy-ion collision which are
particularly sensitive to collective motion effects [45] the effect of the radial flow is small
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(1)
for light particles, e.g. protons or <p mesons. Thus, both parameters can be combined to
an effective temperature Te! / • It appears as inverse slope parameter of the transverse
mass (mt = Jii + m~F distribution
1 d?N N (mt' COSh(Y'»)
mrcosh(y') dy'dmt = . exp - Tell
at midrapidity y' = y - Yem = O. In the following we use this effective inverse slope
parameter, Le. T</J = Te!f, when simulating the <p phase~space distributions2•
In case of the decay channel <p -t K+K-, only those pairs, where both the kaon and
the antikaon survive the decay in flight on the way to the time-of-flight (TOF) detectors,
are detected within the corresponding phase space regions. To account for the kaon decay
in HADES a constant flight path from the target to the TOF detectors of 210 cm is
assumed. For the FOPI detector combination of the Central Drift Chamber plus the
TOF Barrel (CDC/Bar) a constant transverse distance from the target to the barrel of
111 cm is implemented. For the FOPI detectors Helitron plus Plastic Wall (Hel/Pla) the
flight path (in cm) to the scintillator strips is parametrized as function of the polar angle
(in degrees), Le. [TOF = 525 - 9.2 . () for 7° < () < 12.5° and [TOF = 443 - 2.6 . () for
12.5° < () < 30°.
In order to simulate the finite velocity resolution the kaon TOF is smeared out by
a dispersion of O"TOF = 200 ps used for both detector setups. For the leptonic decay
<p -t e+e- to be studied with HADES a constant relative momentum resolution of 8pjp =
0.015 is assumed.
IV. BEAM TIME ESTIMATES
A. The decay channel cjJ.....-T e+e- to be measured with HADES
The expected <p rate from the reaction C (2A·GeV) +C-tX+<p--+X+e+e- is calcu-
lated via the relation
(2)
Here, we abbreviate:
• average beam intensity Nb - 5.107/s (Le. 108/s at 50% duty cycle),
ilreac . . .
• target thickness ~W = 1 % interactlOn length,
1Indeed, no significaut difference has been observed for thecjJ phase-spare distributions gener-
ated with simulations using either both the Tand ßr parameters or those using only Te!f while
keeping ßr = O.
2Usually, the experimental mt spectra. are generated fora. set of rapidity slices according to
eq. (1). With the assumption of a single exponential slope each. spectrum cau be extented into
the unmeasured regions and then integrated to get the corresponding absolute yieldat acertain
value of rapidity [46,47].
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• data acquisition dead time factor EVA = 50 %,
• triggers
- pt level (central, high charged-particle multiplicities): minimum bias/central
suppression of 1/3 only (for small systems like C + C not veryefficient),
- 2nd level (online lepton ID): 1 % of total cross section;
these allow a taping rate of 2.5 . 103 events/s corresponding to a total of 2.2 . 108
2nd level trigger events per day,
• 4>/K- ratio ..!!L ~ 0.2 (taken from Au (10.8 A·GeV)+ Au collisions at AGS energies
UK-
[48,49]; this value changes with beam energy [50]; preliminary experimental values
for Ru (1.69 A·GeV)+ Ru and Ni (1.93 A.GeV)+Ni are larger [23,24]),
• antikaon multiplicity u K - = 2· 10-4 (measured by KaoS for C (2.0 A·GeV) + C
Utot
collisions [7]),
• total e+e- pair detection efficiency Edet = 0.72 .0.952 • 0.82 .0.852 ~ 0.2; Le. average
single electron detection efficiencies in RICH (70 %) + MDC (95 %) + META (80 %)
and dead zone effects (-15 %),
• 2nd lvI. trigger efficiency Etrig = 0.9,
• acceptance factor b~cc = b~J;WeHeJ (Tt/J, öOe, APe) (including the branching ratio
r }IT~WJ = 3 . 10-4) depends on e± polar angle and momentum regions A()e and
ÖPe, respectively; taken from MC simulations which generate the </>'s by means of
the thermal model eq. (1) with inverse slope parameter Tt/J; fuU azimuthai coverage
is assumed (the shadow effect of the frames of the six sectors the setup is composed
of is put into the detection efficiency).
Adopting these values we get
Nt/J->e+e- = 5 . 107/ S • 0.01 . 0.5' 0.2 . 2 . 10-4 • 0.2 . 0.9 . E't.cc = 1.6 . 105/ d . Etcc' (3)
For instance, for the polar angle range !:lOe given by 18° < Oe < 88° and an inverse
slope parameter of Tt/J = 70 MeV we find from figs. 1 and 2 an acceptance factor of
E:-;:e+e- = 1.8.10-4• The acceptance depends only weakly on the inverse slope parameter
Tt/J (cf. fuU dots in fig.2), a significant observation since - apriori - one does not know
the spectral shape of the </> meson. Rather, one has to measure it. With this acceptance
eq. (3) yields a rate of 29 </>'s per day3.
If, e.g. for reliable particle identification, the lepton momentum range !:lpe has to be
restricted to Pe < 1 GeV/ c the rate would decrease by a factor of two (cf. triangles in
fig.2) thus yielding 14 </>'s per day only. If the fuU polar angle range of the META (TOF
+ Shower) detectors could not be exploited but must be restricted to the TOF acceptance
3Basica11y, the difference of OUf rate and that given in the HADES beam time proposal [51Jis
due to the difference of the beam intensities and due to the Tnt scaling assumed in the proposal
yielding a. cb/K- ratio of about unity in contrast to our more conservative value of 20 %.
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within 44° < (}e < 88° then the aceeptance would amount to 2.9 . 10-5 only (cf. open dots
in fig.2) hence reducing the rate to 5 <fis per day.
Finally, without further restrictions the given rate of 28 <fis per day would yield a
total amount of about 400 <fis within a beam time of two weeks. In order to get these
rare probes out of the data files one has to calibrate and afterwards to scan about 3 . 910
. 2nd lvI. trigger events, an amount of data E~ 20 TByte) requiring sophisticated data
processing. Note, without 2nd level trigger the experiment is hardly feasible since the
data acquisition is assumed to work already at its upper limit. (The 1st level trigger
selecting central collisions via high charged-particle multiplicities is not very efficient in
case of smaH collision systems like 120+120.)
B. The decay channel <P -+ K+K- to be measured with HADES
The </> rate from the hadronic channel is ealculated according to eq. (2) but applying
the foHowing changes:
• beam intensity 1.5· 106/s (to have same taping rate as for dilepton experiment
described in section IV A),
• triggers:
1st level trigger only, assuming a minimum bias/central suppression of 1/3 which
allows the same taping rate of 2.5 . 103 events/s as for the leptonic experiment
(Sect. IV A), .
• total K+K- pair detection efficiency (including cut and matching (with TOF detec-
tors) efficiencies and effects of dead zones) tdet = 0.2,
• acceptance factor (including the branching ratio r<t:r;K+K- - 0.492) now depends on
t/>,tot
the K± polar angle and momentum regions IJ,f)K and ApK, respectively, i.e.t:cc = t't.c-:K+K-(Tt/n AOK, ApK) (fuH azimuthai coverage assumed, shadow effeets of
the sector frames put into detection efficiency).
With these numbers eq. (3) becomes
• 6 4 ~ 3k~JthHhJ =1.5·10 / s . 0.01 ·0.5·0.2·2·10- ·0.2· tace =5.2· 10 /d· tace' (4)
From figs. 3 and 4 we find for T~ = 70 MeV, for the presently available polar angle range
of the HADES-TOF. detector of 44° < 0 < 88° and for a maximum kaon momentum
of 0.6 GeV/c an acceptance of 6.5· 10-4 which increases slightly to 1.0.10-3 if the
charged kaons can be identified up to momenta of 1.0 GeV/c. Just like for the FOPI
setup (fig.9), the acceptanee factor depends strongly on the inverse slope parameter Ttf>
of the </>'s generated by the thermal model (cf. fig.4). Note, there is no acceptanceat
midrapidity. Oonsequently, it will be not possible to get a fair reconstruction of the</>
rapidity distribution by integrating the transverse rnass spectra eq. (1) at various rapidity
slices. With the given acceptance factor of 0.1 %, the rate arnounts to 5 </>'8 per day, Le.
significantly less than the yield expected from the upgraded FOPI setup (Beet. IV C 4).
The situation improves dramatically if the HADES-TOF detector could be extended
to 18° < (} < 88° with high time resolution and sufficient granularity (eventually realized
with large area glass resistive plate chambers as planned to be used for the FOPI upgrade
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[41J) thus aUowing for kaon identifieation within the fuU polar angular range- eovered by
the drift chambers [39]. For such an upgraded HADES speetrometer the 4> ....-7 K+K-
overall aeeeptanee factor would inerease to 3.0 % provided the kaons and antikaons ean
be identified up to momenta of 1 GeV/e henee aUowing an aeeess to the midrapidity
region (cf. fig. 5).
We investigated also the effeet of a redueed maximum kaon identification momentum
(cf. fig.4). For an upper K± momentum of 0.8 GeV/e the acceptanee deereases to a value
of 2.2 % mostly at the expense of the midrapidity yield (ep. fig. 6). A further reduction
of the maximum kaon momentum to 0.6 GeV/c (same figure) would decrease the yield
even stronger down to a value of 1.0%hence loosing almost completely the region around
midrapidity where the 4> yield is expected to be largest. Consequently, future HADES
experiments devoted to the hadronie channel 4> ....-7 K+K- should aim at good K+K-
identification up to momenta of about 1 GeV/ e.
Let us compare the 4> and K- transverse momentum speetra. Typieal midrapidity
transverse mass distributions are shown in fig. 7 for transverse kinetic energies up to
0.5 GeV. It is worth mentioning that the 4> ....-7K+K- deeay kinematics leads to slopes
of the daughter kaons/antikaons (right panels) being much steeper than those of the
mother 4>'s (left panels in fig. 7). Henee, K± mesons from the 4> decay populate mainly
the low-energy part of the corresponding speetrum. While for kaons this contribution
is smaU as compared with other, energeticaUy preferred and therefore much stronger,
channels like non-resonant, associated strangeness production, it could play an important
role for the interpretation of the antikaon spectra. Thus, in case of a sufficiently strong
4> production, one expects a concave shape of the logarithm of the K- transverse mass
distribution eq. (1). As a result, the assumption of a purely exponential speetrum would
make extrapolations into the unmeasured low-energy region of the K- spectrum rather -
unreliable. Consequently, one has really to measure this part of the spectrum if one wants
to determine the rapidity density distribution and hence the total K- yield.
Finally, with the given overall aeceptance of about 3% the rate eq. (5) would be by
a factor of 30 higher than that estimated for the present HADES setup, Le. we expeet
160 4>'s per day 01' 2.2 . 103 after a beam time of two weeks. In order to seek for these
rare probes, about 3 . 109 1st level trigger events, have to be ealibrated and scanned.
Though this number of events is the same as for the leptonic experiment the total 4>
yield is expected to be an order of magnitude larger than the corresponding estimate of
section IV A.
C. The decay channel 4> -+ K+K- to be measured with FOPI
The 4> rate from the hadronic ehannel to be measured with the upgraded setup [41] of
the FOPI detector system [40] is calculated according to eq. (2) but applying the following
changes:
• bearn intensity 6.105/s, (limited by maximum data rate of about 1 kHz central
events in case of the collision system C + C),
• triggers:
1st level (central) trigger only (no dedicated 2nd level (kaon) trigger available yet) de-.
manding a high Pla charged partic1e multiplicity, minimum bias/central suppression
of 1/3, allowing a taping rate of 103 event/s,
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• acceptance factor (including the branching ratio rp;K+K- - 0.492) depends on the._~
K± polar angle and momentum (CDC/Bar) or velocity (Hel/Pla) regions allowing
kaon detection.
With these numbers eq. (3) becomes
• . 5.· 4 3Nt/J-tK+K- =6 . 10 / s . 0.01 . 0.5 . 0.2 . 2 . 10- . Eilet' E't.cc =10.4 . 10 /d. Eilet' Eacc• (5)
The K+K- pair detection efficiency Eilet, comprising the K± cut and subdetector matching
efficiencies, and the 4> acceptance factors Eacc of the different detector combinations are
given in the subsequent subsections.
1. Detector combination ODO/Bar
The FOPI detector combination of CDC and upgraded TOF barrel allows kaon iden-
tification only for transverse momenta above 0.1 GeV/ c which is needed for a partic1e to
reach the barrel4 • We introduced a similar lower limit in the simulation, for simplicity
not to the transverse momentum but to the laboratory momentum. The corresponding
<p --+K+K- acceptance difference can be neglected since most of these slow K± mesons
anyway would decay on the way to the plastic barrel. From fig. 8 we find for T<f> =70 MeV
and a maximum kaon momentum of 0.6 GeV/c an acceptance of Eacc = 2.9.10-3 which
increases to 4.7 . 10-3 if the charged kaons can be identified up to momenta of 1 GeV/ c.
Notice the dramatic dependence of the acceptance on the temperature parameter Tt/J as
displayed in fig.9.
With the given acceptance factor and for a realistic kaon pair detection efficiency of
b~WWCLBar = 0.4, the rate amounts 20 4>'s per day yielding a total of 280 4>'s after a beam
time of two weeks. This sampie is about an order of magnitude larger than previous 4>
yields found for central collisions of Ni(1.93 A·GeV) + Ni [22-24].
2. Detector combination Hel/Pla
Though the mass resolution of the forward FOPI detectors Hel/Pla is not as good as
that of CDC/Bar, it allows for the selection ofcorrelated K+K- pairs, too. Thus, estimates '
of 4> meson yields in the region of highest density, Le.at low transverse momentum and
around midrapidity, can be deduced [23,24]. Assuming a temperature of Tt/J =70 MeV
and for the kaon velocity and polar angle ranges of 0.4 < ßK < 0.85and 15° < BK < 27°,
respectively, we find from fig.10 an acceptance of 4.9.10-3 (lower panels) whieh increases
to 11.1.10-3 if the charged kaons can be measured also for smaU angles where the Helitron
used to exhibit significant efficiency losses. Note, the dependence of the acceptanceon
the temperature parameter Tt/J as displayed in fig.lI is less dramatic than for ODO/Bar.
With the ~ven acceptance factor of about 1.1 %and for a realistic kaon pair detection
efficiency of €Nle~tjmla = 0.2, the rate amounts to 23 if>'s per day yielding a total of 320 t/>'s
after a beam time of two weeks.
40therwise, the magnetic field of the solenoid leads to spiral tracks insidethe ODe.
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3. Mixed detector combination CDCjBar-HeljPla
We estimated also the 4J acceptance factor if the the K- mesons will be identified with
the ODO/Bar combination of FOPI while the K+ mesons will be detected within Hel/Pla.
The lower left panel of fig. 12 shows the corresponding 4J distribution in the Pt -y plane.
For comparison, the expected 4> distribution when detecting both kaons and antikaons in
ODO/Bar (Hel/Pla) are displayed in the upper left (right) panel. Obviously, the mixed
detector combination allows for populating the polar angle region 27° < () < 37° where
no decay kaons are detected. The dependence of the acceptance factor on the effective
inverse slope parameter T<f> is shown in fig.13 (squares for upgraded, triangles for present
FOPI setup). Notice the relative constancy of the acceptance of this particular detector
combination over a wide range of slope parameters. With the corresponding acceptance
factor (for T<f> = 70 MeV) of €acc = 3.7.10-3 and with a combined kaon pair detection
efficiency of €det = 0.28 we expect 11 4> mesons per day, i.e. 150 4J's after a beamtime of
two weeks.
4. FOPI total
The lower right panel of fig. 12 shows the overall phase-space coverage when combining
the three data sets expected for FOPI subdetectors.. Adding the rate expectations of
sections IV 01 to NO 3, the upgraded FOPI detector system would yield 54 4J's per day,
i.e. about 750 4> mesons after two weeks of beam on target. In order to seek for these rare
probes about 1.2 . 109 events have to be calibrated and scanned. This number exceeds
previous FOPI event sampies by more than two orders of magnitude. However, since
the size of a semi-central 0 + 0 events is significantly smaller than that of previously
processed central Au + Au events, the amount of data is expected to be larger by an
order of magnitude only, i.e a few TByte.
V. SUMMARY
In summary, for the collision system C+O at 2A·GeV we have calculated the 4>
meson acceptance of two large detector setups, the41f detector FOPI and the dilepton
spectrometer HADES at SIS/aSI, which allow to measure either exclusively the decay
products of the hadronic channel </> -t K+K- (FOPI) or both the products of the hadronic
and leptonic 4> -+ e+e- channels (HADES). We varied the spectral shape of the mother
4J's and the available phase-space regions in order to be flexible with respect to reliable
predictions of both the beam time necessary for a certain 4> yield and the size of the
corresponding event sampie which has to be processed.
The largest geometrical acceptance ("" 40%) is achieved with HADES when measur-
ing the e± pairs from ·the 4> decay. This channel would allow for the reconstruction of
almost the fuH triple...-differential momentum distribution of the 4> mesons. About 400 4J's
are expected after a reasonable beam time of two weeks. Note that the assumed beam
inten8ity of 5· 107/8 (on a target of 1% interaction length) would yield a rather high
reaction rate of 5 ·105./s. Presently, it is not proven whether the diamond start detector
which is aimed at counting individual beam particles and the various detectors for the
reactions products will stand these rates. Anyway, in order to record at a sufficiently low
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rate preferentially those events containing lepton candidates a fast and efficient 2nd level
trigger is mandatory.
Concerning the hadronic channel, the HADES spectrometer with an upgraded TOF
subdetector will provide a geometrical acceptance of 6 % only. But it will still allow
for reliable reconstruction of the rjJ distribution and the corresponding total production
probability. About 2200 rjJ's are expected within two weeks. In case of the upgraded
FOPI setup, the overall geometrical acceptance of all involved subdetector combinations
amoUllts to 4 %. There, about 750 rjJ meson are expected after two weeks of beam on
target.
The measurement of the di-kaon decay channel of rjJ mesons produced in heavy ion
collisions with the presently available HADES-TOF setup and also with the FOPI setup
exploiting only the CDC/Bar detector combination faces the missing acceptance at midra-
pidity hence making the extrapolation to a 411" multiplicity rather unreliable. The yields
expected from two-weeks experiments with these HADES- and FOPI-detector configura-
tions would amount only to 70 and 280 rjJ's, respectively.
As advantage of the di-electron channel we found the weak dependence of the geomet-
rical acceptance on the spectral shape, i.e. the inverse slope parameter T</J' of the mother
rjJ's as far as the full momentum range of the e± pairs can be exploited. Even if the e±
momenta are restricted to Pe < 1 GeV/ c the variation of the acceptance is only 30 %over
the temperature range of T</J = 60...120 MeV. For the di-kaon channel this dependence
on T</J appears rather strong, especially if the midrapidity kaons are not detected (half
to full order of magnitude variation over the relevant range of inverse slope parameters).
Note, our usage of an inverse slope of 70 MeV is based on preliminary results [23,24] of
subthreshold rjJ meson production in centralcollisions of Ni +Ni and Ru +Ru. If there
would be some deviation from this value the beam time estimates given in section IV can
be easily rescaled with the help of the systematics summarized in figs.2, 4, 9, 11 and 13.
The same holds for changes of beam intensity, collision system, detection efficiencies etc.
Some systematic uncertainty of the expected rjJ yield may arise from the assumption of a
rjJ/K- ratio of about 0.2. Since presently for SIS energies the corresponding information is
rather scarce this number is taken from Au +Au collisions at 10.8 A·GeV [48,49], Le. beam
energies weIl above the nucleon-nucleon threshold. Preliminary results on subthreshold t/J
meson production in central collisions of Ni +Ni and Ru +Ru point to even larger values
[23,24]. Recent calculations of hadron production in central Au +Au collisions performed
with the Giessen HSD approach support this finding [50]. The authors report that the
rjJ multiplicity is almost the same at subthreshold energies as the antikaon multiplicity, a
finding which still has to be checked experimentally. Thus, the rjJ yields we estimate in
the present report might even be larger hence allowing for s~atistically more significant
data samples. The present simulations are aimed at estimating maximum count rates.
Background contributions are not yet considered.
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FIG. 1. Left panels: Monte-Carlo simulation of the two-dimensional distribution of yields
d2N/dpt dy of<jJ mesons in the p~ - yo plane reconstructed from pairs of electrons and positrons
whieh are accepted within the polar angle range of 180 < Be < 880 • The mother <jJ's are
generated by means of an isotropie thermal model with inverse slope parameter T<p = 70 MeV.
Here, p~ = (pt/A)/(Pproj/Aproj)cm = (ßt'Y)/(ß'Y)"f;::/ and yD = (Y/Yproj)cm = (Y/Ycm - 1) are
the normalized transverse momentum and rapidity, respectively, and A = m/mp is the partic1e
mass number. Both observables are related to the corresponding projectile quantities in the
center-of-mass (c.m.) frame ofthe colliding nuc1ei (with Yem = 0.904 and EßDvF~~j = 1.032 for
2 A·GeV beam energy). The dashed (full) lines represent constant polar angles in the laboratory
(constant ldnetic energies per nucleon in the c.m. system). A logarithmic intensity scale is used.
Right panels: The corresponding invariant mass distributions reconstructed from correlated
e+e- pairs. The electron momentum regions and the calculated acceptance factors (including
r
the branching ratio ~J;.eHIIJ = 3 .10-4) are indicated. The fulllines display Gaussian fits with
the resulting mean val~W;tand sigma widths given in the inserts in the upper right corners. A
relative momentum resolution of op/p = 0.015 is assumed.
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FrG. 2. The acceptance factor (including the branching ratio r 1:.....e+e- = 3 . 10-4) of the
,p,tot
detection of correlated e+e- pairs within HADES vs. the inverse slope parameter T of the
mother cf; mesons generated within an isotropie thermal model. Full (open) symbols are for
a minimum polar angle of the electronsjpositrons of 18 (44) degrees, respeetively. Triangles
represent the output of the Monte-Carlo simulation when accepting only leptons with momenta
smaller than 1 GeV j c.
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FIG. 3. The same as fig.l but for the decay channel cf; -+ K+K- to be measured within the
present HADES acceptance region with high TOF resolution and sufficient granularity allowing
for kaon identification over the polar angle range of 44° < BK < 88°. No K± momentum cuts are
applied for the cf; phase-space (left) and invariant mass distributions (right) given in the upper
panels. The lower panels show the corresponding results when selecting kaons with momenta of
0.1 GeVJc <PK < 0.6 GeVfc.
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FIG.4. The same as n.g.2 but for the hadronie decayehannel tP -7 K+K- to bo measured
with HADES(including the branehing ratio r.,;r-K +K - = 0.492). Fun (open) symbols represent
,pe,tot
the output of the simulation for a lower K± polar angle of 18 (44) degrees. Dots give the results
of the Monte-Carlo simulation without momentum restriction. Triangles, stares and squares
show the aeeeptanee factor if only kaonsIantilmons with minimum momentumof 0.1 GcV/e and
maximum momentum of 1 GeVle, 0.8 GeVle and 0.6 GeVje are aceepted, resp<.'Ctively.
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FIG. 5. The same as fig.3 but far a possible upgrade of the HADES-TOF detector allowing
for kaon identification .over the polar angle range of 18° < ()K < 88°, No kaon momentum
cuts are applied for the <p phase-space (left) and invariant mass distributions (right) given in
the upper panels. The lower panels show the corresponding results when seleeting kaons with
momenta ofO.1 GeV/c <PK < 1.0 GeV/c.
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FIG. 6. The same as fig.5 but for a maximum momentum of the K± mesons of 0.6 GeVle
(upper panels) and 0.8 GeVjc (lower panels).
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FIG. 7. The transverse mass distribution at midrapidity (eq. (1), lyOI < 0.2) of the cf; mesons
(left panels) and the antilrnons from their decay (right panels) for different combinations of the
temperature and flow velocity parameters. Solid lines represent fits to the spectra with a single
exponential function. The resulting effective inverse slope parameters Te!! are given in the
panels. Note the steeper slope of the daughter K± mesons as a result of the cf; decay kinematics.
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FIG.8. The same as fig.1 but for the decay channel ifJ -+ K+K- to be measured with the
FOPI detector combination of ODO and upgraded TOF barrel. Here, the lower and upper polar
angle limits are 37 and 140 degrees, respectively. In the upper panels a maximum K± momentum
of 1 GeV/ c is assumed as expected for the upgraded TOF barrel version. The lower panels show
the results of the simulation when applying the upper limit necessary for ifJ identffica.tion with
the present TOF barrel version and the ODO.
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FIG. 9. The same as fig.2 but for the hadronic decay channel cf; -+ K+K- (including the
branching ratio r4>;K+K- = 0.492) to be measured with the POPI detector combination of
q"tot
eDe and upgraded TOP barrel. Here, the lower and upper polar angle limits are 37 and 140
degrees, respectively. The investigated kaon momentum ranges are indicated.
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FIG. 10. The same as fig.8 but for the FOPI detector combination of Helitronand Plastic
Wall. Here, the kaon velocity is restricted to 0.4 < ßK < 0.85. The maximum polar angle
amounts to 27 degrees. The lower and upper panels give the results of the simulation for
minimum K± polar angles of 10and 15 degrees, respectively. A time resolution of 200 ps is
taken into account.
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FIG. 11. The same as fig. 9 but for the phase-space region accessible with the Helitron/Plastic
Wall combination of the FOPI detector system. The investigated kaon velocity and polar angle
limits are indicated.
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FIG. 12. The phase-spaee distributions of<p mesons to be measured with different detec-
tor eombinations of the FOPI setup. Upper left panel: CDC with upgraded TOF barrel
(0.1 GeV/e < PK < 1 GeVje); upper right panel: Hel/Pla (004 < ßK < 0.85); lower left
panel: mixed yield when deteeting K+ mesons in Hel/Pla and K- mesons in ODC/Bar; lower
right panel: sum of the other three distributions. Dashed lines display the polar angle limits for
kaon deteetion of the eorresponding subdeteetors.
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FIG. 13. The same as fig. 9 but for detecting the K+ mesons in the FOPI subdetectors Helitron
and Plastic Wall whereas the K- mesons are identified by the CDC and the upgraded TOF
barrel. The investigated kRon velocity and polar angle limits are indicated.
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